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summit. Across the bridge, we were in Shansi.
"This is the coal country that the Japanese covet,
where the very rail-bed is dark with lignite. The loess
hills rise in terraces from the river valley, yellow
villages cluster like forts along the rising levels. It is
a bare province in winter, but the form of the hills is
precise and beautifully moulded, as in a landscape
by Paul Nash. The peasant-clothes are black, so that
the figures of men stand out in sharp relief against the
dun-coloured fields and hills. 'This is the real North-
west, the land of the yellow earth.
it was growing dark as we ran in towards Taiyuan,
across an open plain swept by a bitter wind. The
snow lay piled in drifts beside the line. The party
from Canton were fascinated by it; they had never
seen snow before, and seixed every minute's halt at a
wayside station to bombard each other with snow-
balls. They still did not believe that it was true.
All that we saw of Taiyuan was the railway station,
bristling with guards; and an open square beside it,
loud with the evening clamour of blackbirds* The
Grand Hotel do Shuns* is like a relic from the last
century, with its faded curtains and enormous vaulted
rooms. We dined in u $alh*-&-mang#r that you might
have found in a French province. A little man with
ragged hair and a black moustache, like a character in
a Ren£ Clmr film* wan moodily drinking absinthe at
the next table,
Our spirits soared. Chou had done some detective
work on the hotel register, and announced that the
plane had certainly arrived, as two of the North*
eastern delegates had just left for Peking* The prob-
lem was* how to connect with it.

